Introduction
In 1993 a paper in the prestigious scient& journal Science announced the discovery of a linkage between genetics and male homosexuality.' The linkage was promptly dubbed the 'gay gene' by the media; the paper was widely reported, reactions were sought and the implications were discussed. This paper examines British press and television news coverage of the 'gay gene'? It looks at the portrayal of homosexuality and genetics, and debates the coverage of science in the media. I argue that the major media response to the 'gay gene' was a liberal opposition to the use of the 'findings' to further discriminate against lesbians and gay men. There were many complaints in scientific journals that media coverage of the 'gay gene' was sensationalist and politically loaded. Yet an analysis of scientific journal coverage3 of the 'gay gene' debate shows that there are many political and ideological assumptions in scientific papers and journals. Furthermore, the scientific journals' coverage of the debate was significantly narrower than that found in the mass media. This conclusion radically contradicts the conclusions of many critics of the representation of science in the media. Finally I make some comments about the role of the media in the public understanding of science, and about the propensity of critics of the media to misunderstand the media and the public.
Homosexuality and the media
In recent years the portrayal of homosexuality in the media has undergone something of a transformation. For years lesbians and gay men were invisible in the media. When 0963-6625/95/030269 + 16S19.50 Q 1995 IOP Publishing Ltd and The Science Museum they did appear, negative images, prejudice and derision predominated. The politics of broadcasting and film have enabled 'mean spirited condescension, untested hypotheses and jagged abuse to be highlighted in a way that, in the past as well as in the present day, would not have been allowed to be used against almost any other group in British society '? Even in the 1990s British broadcasters refuse to treat lesbians and gay men as fully human. For example, the BBC's policy is that 'Homosexuality is a matter on which society remains divided, and our output must reflect this too. , . . Those who express disapproval of homosexuality still seem to be in the majority according to most surveys. These are not the only considerations of course, but they cannot be left out of account'? This distortion of news values by 'concession to homophobic opinion'6 would not be openly contemplated for racist or sexist opinion.
Yet this continued bias in the media masks the real changes which have occurred in the status of lesbians and gay men in society and their representation in the media. One of the key factors which changed the climate was the terrible ravages of HIV, together with the onslaughts of the gay 'community' by the moral right, and sometimes by the government. Struggles around the representation of HIV/AIDS have shifted the boundaries of acceptable discourse. This has been, as Denis Altman has put it, 'legitimation through disaster'.? Coverage of lesbians has followed a roughly similar pattern to that of gay men, except that media sensitivities have remained tighter for rather longer in the representation of lesbians. 1994 saw the first lesbian kiss in a soap opera on both Channel Four (Brookside) and BBCl (Eastenders). The fist gay male kiss on a British soap opera was in 1987 (Eastenders). But the changes in the representation of homosexuality have not rendered broadcasting sensitivities redundant. Censorship remains a perennial threat to programmes dealing openly with issues of sexuality: and media practice remains far from the routine consideration of lesbians and gay men as fully human.
What is most striking about the coverage of homosexuality in reporting on the 'gay gene' was the lack of overt homophobia9 and the strong liberal position taken by the bulk of the press. The table lists people quoted by the British press on the day the story broke and the day after. Scientists were the most commonly quoted group, with Dean Hamer, the first-named author of the paper in Science, providing approximately one third of the quotations. None of the scientists suggested that screening foetuses for the 'gay gene' with a view to abortion was a good thing. Indeed, most followed Hamer and his colleagues in their declaration in Science that 'it would be fundamentally unethical to use such information to try to assess or alter a person's current or future sexual orientation, either homosexual or homosexual, or other normal attributes of human behaviour'.1° Gay activists were the second most commonly cited group, appearing roughly two thirds as often as scientists. It is striking that the press turned to gay and scientilic sources rather than religious or moral conservative sources. The table shows that only four religious or moral right sources appeared and expressed any sympathy for genetic screening to eradicate the 'gay gene'. While some overt homophobia was accessed in the form of interviews with spokespersons for the conservative right and with ex-Chief Rabbi Lord Jakobovits, or in the more open features and comment sections of the press," such sentiment was generally frowned upon by the editorial content or by the structure of news items. Editorial endorsement of straightfonvardly anti-gay sentiment was rare. Even tabloid papers mainly followed the liberal line. The Daih Mirror for example, devoted a whole page to the story. The first and larger of two pieces was made up for the most part of interviews with the actors Michael What do we say of the woman who will opt for an abortion rather than for raising a gentle, caring boy who might-only might, mind you-grow up to love another gentle, caring boy? . . . We say that she is a warped dysfunctional monster wh-if forced to have the child-will make the child's life hell. We say that no child should be forced to have her as a ~a r e n t . '~ Only the Daily Mail ran the openly anti-gay headline 'Abortion hope after "gay genes" 6118, deep in the paper on page 29. But this active endorsement of eugenic screening was not matched by the text of the article, which quoted Dean Hamer, together with an American gay activist. The report opened as follows:
Scientists in America claim to have found the e s t definite evidence of a genetic link to homosexuality. Researchers at the National Cancer Institute near Washington DC, say their findings help prove that sexual orientation can be inherited. Isolation of the genes means it could soon be possible to predict whether a baby will be gay and give the mother the option of an abortion.I6
After quoting Hamer and referring to the likely reaction from gay and pro-life groups, the report continues:
This latest study strengthens the argument by the gay community that homosexuality is not a matter of choice, but of biological destiny. This is hardly consistent with the headline. Here we have a classic case of the intervention of the sub-editor. Sub-editors write headlines, and on tabloid papers especially, these may bear little relation to the story beneath them. Subs on the national press have a reputation among medical and health journalists for homophobic interventions." The next day the Daily Mail ran an opinion piece by Steve Jones, professor of genetics at University College London, in which he stated that the 'very idea' of selective abortion of foetuses 'fills me-and I suspect most people-with revulsion'.'* The Daily Mail also published a piece by its medical correspondent, echoing what she called the 'widespread concern over its ethical implications'1g-concern aroused partly by the previous coverage in the Daily Mail.
The gay gene story was predominantly framed by the assumption that the ethical implications were important and that the potential for discrimination against lesbians and gay men was a serious and feared possibility. Thus we found Independent Television News science editor Lawrence McGinty filming his report from 'Gay's the Word' bookshop in London:
The 6rst thing to say is that if there is a link between a gene and homosexuality it's not going to be a 100% link. So that if you're carrying an unborn child you could never be 100% sure that that child was going to be a gay man or lesbian.
And people here-we're at 'Gay's the Word' bookshopwhat they've been problem we gays cause our parents.'" However, the open endorsement of selective abortion for 'gay' foetuses was very marginal in the press. There are clear problems with the liberal position defended by the press, but it is important to recognize that it is distinct from the 'bad choices' model of some Christians which sees homosexuality as a voluntary sin.
Explaining the coverage
One key reason for the lack of moral-right voices calling for the eradication of the 'gay gene' is that doing so would contravene a more fundamental value position. The opposition of the moral right to 'a woman's right to choose' seems to outweigh their disdain for lesbians and gay men. Thus David Alton MP, a leading anti-abortionist, was calling not for the elimination of the gay gene but for a 'gene charter' limiting the use to which genetic information could be put. This division of the right is very important for understanding its ability to mobilize support for homophobic legislation. It is also the case that some sections of the Christian right see homosexuality as a bad choice which can he reversed, and so were critical of genetic determinist arguments.
It is interesting to note that such perspectives were confined to the margins of the press, for example in the letters page of the Evening Slandnrd. Here Stephen Green, the press officer of the Conservative Family Campaign, described homosexuality as a 'perversion' in which choice is a major factor?* We should also note the key divisions among lesbians and gays on the role of genes. For some the 'gay gene' and the earlier work on the hypothalamus by Simon Le Vay were welcome as part of an argument against the view that homosexuality involves bad choices or 'immorality'. Simon Le Vay has argued that his evidence of differences between gay and straight brains will drive 'one more nail in the coffin of those who believe homosexuality is a choice, and therefore imm~ral'?~ On the other hand there have been some, including especially lesbian activists and writers, who have queried both the effectiveness of such a strategy and the evidential and conceptual basis of reductionism. These differences of approach did gain some mainstream media space, although there was some variation in newspaper accounts of the reaction of the gay 'community'. For example, the Evening Standard had 'Gay groups today reacted in while the DaiZy Express reported 'Gay rights groups welcomed the discovery with open arms'.= To be fair, it was also true that some gay sources were ambivalent about what they believed. Ian McKellen, for example wrote that 'My initial reaction to the "gay gene" was to laugh. Since I was about 10, I felt I was born gay. . . . Whatever it was, genetic, social, familial, environmental, consciously or unconsciously, everything happily conspired to form my sexuality'?'
The importance of these divisions is that they may mean the formation of new configurations in politics, as divisions on the right, among lesbians and gays and among feminists react with developments in the field of genetics. In one example of this process, Simon Le Vay, himself an out gay man, declared publicly that he would support a woman's right to choose to abort a foetus carrying a 'gay gene'.% In the brouhaha about the gay gene these developments slipped out of view as the media and their sources concentrated on a defence of the liberal position on homosexuality.
It is equally my argument that the coverage of the 'gay gene' does show the partial success of groups such as OutRage! and Stonewall in supplying information to the media and in allowing journalists to take gay issues more seriously. It is also important to note that the journalists who covered the 'gay gene' were mostly science or medical specialists, rather than general reporters. Specialist correspondents are closer to their regular sources in the scientific community and more likely to regard themselves as having an 'educative function' than are general reporters?7 The reporting of the 'gay gene' stands in marked contrast to the darker days of the tabloid reporting of the anti-discrimination policies of some Labour councils, which were attacked under the rubric of the 'loony left' in the 1980s?* However, the alignment and strategies of source organizations together with the journalists involved are crucial in shaping coverage. Only four days after the 'gay gene' story broke, the Daily Express ran a story by a general reporter and followed it up with an editorial about homosexuality and sex education. The editorial was headed 'stop this ugly propaganda' and together with the news story, the Daily Express was back in the homophobic swing of things, reporting:
Rotherham's schoolchildren are to be the victims of a systematic campaign of sexual harassment. The Labour-controlled council . . . intends that their immature, impressionable minds be polluted by propaganda-there is no other word-on behalf of homosexuality."
The defence of the liberal position on homosexuality found in the bulk of the mainstream media coverage of the 'gay gene' had much to do with the credibility of the sonrces used by journalists, particularly scientists and ethicists. Quite different sources are used in covering the education policies of Labour-controlled councils.
Science and the media
Media coverage of science is often criticised for misrepresentation. The worry in this is neither ethical nor educational, but the tendency of even sobersided newspapers to over-dramatize discoveries only, afterwards, to complain that they have been misled. Even a casual reading of the original article will reveal a commendable list of caveats. Every serious person telephoned by the newspapers has repeated them and others (and often has been reported as having done so). Yet the overall effect is to pass off inference as fact, and to conceal the certainty that if there is a genetic component of male homosexuality, its influence will be much more complicated than the simple picture rehearsed in the last few days."'
There are three points here. First, the public are seen as misunderstanding scientific findings. This is largely a result of the second factor, which is that the media are seen as sensationalist and irresponsible purveyors of half-truth, as ignoring caveats for a good story, and as oversimplifying a complex debate. But, media coverage is seen not just as randomly sensationalist, but as wrongly concentrating on the possible consequences of the 'discovery' for lesbians and gay men. This was seen as 'unfortunate', as diverting discussion from the science. Thirdly, underlying these critiques, the report in Science is conceptualized as a simple empirical 'discovery' uncontaminated by moral values or social or political ideology. Nafure Generics referred to the work, with no obvious irony, as 'Straight genetics'. Firstly, Maddox fundamentally misunderstands the relationship between science, the media and public belief. He writes of 'wilful public misunderstanding', as though the public were somewhat immature and irresponsible in much the same way as he conceives of the press. Yet he cites no evidence that the public have any views whatever on the gay gene. In fact he is confusing media coverage with public (mis)understanding. This is a not uncommon problem in discussions of the media, but it does need to be said that public understanding is not necessarily synonymous with, or causally related to, media coverage.
Second, it was not only the mass media which regarded the 'gay gene' as newsworthy. Science itself was engaged in pre-publication hype, priming the media that this was a big story." The over-dramatizing of the story was, then, partly the result of scientific public relations. In fact, Hamer made himself widely available for interview on television and radio helping to promote the findings. As we saw in the table, he was by far the most commonly quoted person in British press co~erage.3~ It is important to remember that the promotional activities of scienti6c journals, large companies and scientists themselves are a key ingredient in the portrayal of science in the media more broadly?* The identification of a tendency in the 'sobersided' press to overdramatize the findings is inadequate. In fact some newspapers discounted the 'gay gene' story. The Observer even headlined its report 'The myth of the gay gene'," and ITN reported:
They haven't, repeat haven't, found the gene for homosexuality. All that the American research group is saying is that they have found a cluster of five different genes that are linked to sexual orientation in men. Further research might narrow that down to one particular gene. But even that wouldn't be the whole story'?o However, the mainstream media response to the gay gene did take for granted that genetics influenced homosexuality, and endorsed biological determinism as if it were uncontested. The BBC's science correspondent James Wilkinson was not untypical:
Genes are small lengths of DNA in the nucleus of cells which determine all our characteristics. Previous research on identical twins has suggested that homosexuality is at least in part determined by one's genes??
It is of course true that contemporary news values lead the news media to favour dramatic stories which journalists perceive can be presented as new. This is however a perennial feature of the news media and often results in coverage which hypes scientific 'discoveries' and favours particular science or business interests. In *is case it is not at all clear that the media exposure damaged either Hamer and his colleagues, or the Human Genome Project, of which Hamer's work was a part, either in terms of public profile or the flow of research funds. Certainly one result of uncritical media coverage of the Human Genome Project is to help to legitimize the enterprise, thus promoting the availability and acceptability of research funding.
The media do not usually produce stories from nowhere: they require sources of information, and especially sources which appear to them to be credible. Scientists are among the most credible of all sources. As we saw in the table, scientists were the largest category of interviewee in the press. Indeed, the discovery of a genetic linkage was, by and large, taken at face value. There was very little critique of the findings from the perspective of cultural explanations. Where these were found they were largely in the margins of the newspapers under the name of a particular columnist or guest writer. The Independent ran a column satirizing the 'gay gene' headed 'It's not in the genes, it's in the culture'.3* The Sunday Times also published a satirical column in which it was argued When you start to poke around this tale it tends to sag a bit. It turns out that this gene-which they haven't, well, actually, found-might only, possibly, sort of, well, predispose somebody to homosexuality. One person might have it and not be gay and another might not have it and be Julian Clary [emphasis in original]."g In addition, there were a number of feature articles in the broadsheet press which used the 'gay gene' as a peg on which to hang discussion of the ethical, social, political and legal implications and progress of the Human Genome ProjectjO Some space was devoted to critical perspectives on the links between science and business, on the dangers of reductionist science, and on the moral and political implications of genetic research. However, the majority of press reporting did not question the conceptual basis on which the science depended. Here, as in other examples:
science is presented as a generator of certainty, when it is properly conducted. This approach, found across the broadsheet press and in popular science journals such as New Scientist, can be usefully contrasted with the reportage in the scientific journals. One of the criticisms made of the press reporting was the use of the term 'gay gene', xvhich was thought most unscientific. Yet Science itself ran a research news piece heralding the paper which used the term 'homosexuality gene' in its headlit1e.4~ In the scientific press we can find rather elementary misunderstandings of the relationship between the social and the biological. For example a news piece on the 'gay gene' in Nature contained the following phrase: 'sexuality-that is being female'.44 Being 'female' is of course, not a matter of sexuality or indeed of gender but of sex.
The most prominent issues in British media coverage of the 'gay gene' were the discussion of ethical implications and of the politics of homosexuality in relation to genetics. Such discussion was almost entirely absent from the scientific journals. Indeed, discussions of the social, political and ethical implications of the findings was seen by Nalure Genetics as an 'unfortunate' distraction from the real nature of the scientific report, and by John Maddox as 'entirely misplaced, as are the hopes and fears of the gays themselve~'?~ At root this debate is a contest over the 'correct' way of conceptualizing, discussing and reporting scientific research findings. For defenders of the 'gay gene' research, the work is a simple empirical discovery which needs further verification and replication if it is to be confirmed. 46 In this view science is a value neutral activity which simply accumulates empirjcal data. The 'politics' of homosexuality are therefore something of a distraction. But, in truth, there is no 'correct' way either of conceptualizing or of reporting scientific findings. The very essence of (natural or social) science is, or should be, scepticism, so it would be unusual to find complete agreement on the importance or significance of any piece of 'raw' scientific data. The reporting, or popularizing, of science will inevitably be attended by a further set of contests over the way in which findings should be mediated, and which issues and implications should be discussed. It is not at all clear that the 'gay gene' research should be covered only as a straightforward scientific discovery. In the context of public understanding of science, Harry Collins and Trevor Pinch have argued:
What should be explained is methods of science, but what most people concerned with the issues want the public to know is the truth about the natural world-that is, what the powerful believe to be the truth about the natural world. . . . We agree . . . that the citizen needs to be informed . . . but the information needed is not about the content of science; it is about the relationship of experts to politicians, to the media and to the rest of us'.47
It might also be argued that information by itself is not enough changes in power relationships, and accountability, are also necessary.
From the point of view of the human rights of lesbians and gay men or the informed consent of the public for continued genome research, the media coverage of the 'gay gene' was, relatively speaking, broader and more critical than the coverage in the scientific journals. It was the case that both the original paper in Science and commentaries on it in the journals did give caveats and cautiously pointed out limitations of the research or of previous research in the area. But, they did not seriously consider the concerns of lesbian and gay groups or give space to alternative views on the nature of such research,"8 such as those concerned with the development of a new eugenics in which the 'consumer' is s0vereign.4~ There is already a very close relationship between science and journalism. The critiques of media coverage outlined above would prefer the closure of the gap that remains. In the light of the evidence presented here, the public would be poorly served were the mass media to become more like scientific journals.
In the case of the 'gay gene', many of the problems of the media coverage of science do not originate with the gullible public or the guilty media. Some key problems originate in the limitations of this type of science. It is not my position that scientific and popular perspectives are equally socially constructed. I am suggesting that the genetic reductionism of the science involved in the 'gay gene' research is wrong?0 In other words, the following section is not intended simply as a deconstruction of the paper but as a refutation.
This brings us to the third objection to the comments cited above, which is the assumption that this type of scientific research has no political, moral, social or monetary commitments or motivations. The ethical statement added by Hamer and his colleagues at the end of their paper is a clear illustration of the view that ethical issues are not intrinsic to pure scientilic research. In fact, Hamer went so far as to claim that he would patent any gay gene so that it could not be misused. At best, as Hilary Rose points out, this is a naive approach, since patents do not apply outside the country in which they are taken out." Furthermore, tacking on an ethical statement at the end of the article should not obscure the social, political or moral issues and agendas embedded in asking particular questions about the world.
If we take the commitment to disinterested inquiry at face value, there are methodological problems only some of which are acknowledged by the researchers.
For example, their results are based simply on correlation. They found that 33 out of 40 pairs of gay brothers shared a particular cluster of genetic markers. It is well known that such correlation is not evidence for causation?' The researchers need to be able to show that the same sets of genetic markers do not exist in straight brothers. Furthermore, they need to explain the stickier issue of why seven pairs of gay brothers they studied did not share the cluster of markers.
Hamer et al. refer to their results as a 'statistically significant correlation between the inheritance of genetic markers on chromosomal region Xq28 and sexual orientation in a selected group of homosexual males'." While they acknowledge that such a correlation is inadequate as scientific proof, they suggest that further work of a similar, incremental, kind is required. However, as New Scientkt pointed out, the much heralded claim that genes for schizophrenia and manic depression had been discovered quickly vanished 'into the night'":
All have made front page stories. Yet every one has subsequently been withdrawn after further research has disproved the original findings. These retractions have scarcely merited a word in the press.36
Hamer et al. fail to note that the seven pairs of brothers who did not have the genetic marker are a radical problem for their theory. They have shown correlation, not causation. Nevertheless, they go on to claim that they have produced 'evidence that one form of male homosexuality is preferentially transmitted through the maternal side'.% In fact, they have done nothing of the sort. Transmission implies determination rather than correlation.
The researchers do make an apparently contradictory point when they say that they have assumed that the determination of human sexuality is very complex. This statement helps to get round the problem of the seven pairs of gay brothers who did not show an X linkage. In one of their most striking statements, they invent an entirely new concept: 'forms' of homosexuality. These may be determined in different ways. Perhaps some gay men are the result of culture while others are genetically determined. There is a fundamental contradiction here which results from the 'peculiar conflation between natural and social categorie~'~~ in the reasoning of the authors. Homosexual 'behaviour' is not at all the same thing as homosexual 'identity'. Yet scientific studies of homosexual 'behaviour' (including this one) are carried out by examining people who identify as gay. In the spirit of natural science this observation should he regarded as falsifying all such biological reductionism. Yet those scientists involved immediately abandon scientific method in favour of their own theory-driven research agendas56 and the rewards of renewable funding.
A key problem is the slippery use of the concept of 'determination'. Scientific journal reports of the research are littered with references to a 'genetic determinant' of a 'behavioural trait'." Yet the same authors are anxious to point out that the role of the alleged gene is likely to he only one influence among many. They seem not to notice that if homosexuality is multifactorial, then it is not 'determined', in any sense of the word, by genes. Either genes (singly or in combination) do determine characteristics strictly, or they don't. If they don't, the whole argument of the essentialists collapses into a kind of multifactorialism. From this it follows that the genes do not determine anything at all (even in the weaker sense of setting h i t s or parameters) since the 'genetic' influence can he ignored by an act of human decision or negated by culture (not to mention interaction with other genes).57 Yet scientists continue to carry out research directed by the unacknowledged premise that the study of genetic function will explain the complexities of human culture.
This takes us to a more serious objection, which is that the whole field of study is misconceived and driven by unstated theory and ideology. It is clear that this type of work is premised upon assumptions about the role of genes in sexual behaviour. The theory of natural selection suggests that the 'fittest' genes survive. This raises the question: why are there lesbians and gay men? The assumption in much of this work is that homosexuality is worthy of investigation because it is maladaptive. This is occasionally explicitly acknowledged. Nature's news report argued that evidence of a genetic influence would indicate that homosexuality 'would be established as a biological reality, just as heterosexuality is'." Here is a clear indication that heterosexuality is perceived as the 'normal' state of affairs, the benchmark against which lesbian and gay identities can be compared. The presence of such political ideology masquerading as scientific commentary is one indication of the profound ways in which science emerges from, and contributes to, the construction of lived cultures. As New Scientist pointed out, 'the sad truth seems to he that geneticists began to study homosexuality only after it became perfectly respectihle to support homosexuals' rights. . . . Scientists, it seems, follow the spirit of the times'.58
However, the spirit of this type of science, which is built on heterosexist ideology, adherence to the theory of natural selection, the convenience of funding, and the prestige of genetic research, is one which some scientists actively promote rather than passively follow. The role of the journal Science in supporting the Human Genome Project is also worth mentioning. According to Harvard biologist Ruth Hubbard: 'anything that enhances the sense that genes are important gets a ready platform. The joumal has taken the line that this will enable use to solve all kinds of social problems from mental illness to homelessness'." We should also remember that the Human Genome Project is big business: 'more than 30 leading genome scientists have already made deals with venture capitalists. To the alarm of European nations, who argue that research paid for by the taxpayer should be freely available to everyone, some American scientists in the project have been furiously applying for patents on lengths of genetic code by the thousand, and the big companies have been taking an ever greater interest in every aspect of their The resurgence of genetic explanations for human behaviour, exemplified in the 'gay gene' research, is underpinned by economic interest and is likely to remain prominent on media agendas for some years to come as more.socia1 problems are alleged to be linked to particular 'genes'.
Conclusions
Media coverage of the 'gay gene' generally eschewed traditional homophobia. This was partly because of the liberal statements of the scientists and ethicists used by the media, partly because of the success of gay pressure groups in supplying the media with information, partly because of divisions on the conservative right and partly because the story was, in general, covered by science or medical correspondents rather than general correspondents. Press and television coverage dealt with the complexities of the debate about the 'causation' of homosexuality rather better than the journals in that they gave prominence to concems about human rights implications and to lesbian and gay voices, and seriously debated the possibilities of eugenicwoncems dismissed out of hand by some in scientific journals. The problems of representing science in the media are due in part to contemporary news values, but it is my argument that many of the problems originate in the inadequate methodology of this type of science, and more particularly in its unacknowledged political, moral and monetary agendas.
What is needed is not simply public or media understanding of science, but scientific understanding of the media and the public. A 6rst step would be an awareness that media coverage and public belief are not necessarily identical. So long as scientific discourse is dominated by references to the guilty media or the gullible public, there will be little chance for serious debate about the relationship between scientists, politicians, interest groups, the media and the public or about the compatibility of science and democracy.
The consequences of my argument for the public understanding of science are relatively straightforward. Scientists and other critics should stop bashing the media and patronizing the public. Part of the key to public understanding of science is the opening up of science itself to public scrutiny. However, it is at this point that the potential contradiction of different conceptions of public understanding of science emerge. For many, the 'public understanding of science' is about securing consent for increasing the power, influence and resources available to science. This can be seen in the promotional activities of scientists and scientific joumals and is, in any case, basic to the production of public knowledge in contemporary societies. The public are seen as needing more scientific knowledge in order that they will agree with the experts on questions of science and technology. Yet the obvious possibility of really bringing scientific debates to the centre of the public sphere (in the news and popular media and elsewhere) is that natural science will be shom of some of its mystique and be forced to compete with alternative ways of explaining the world. Such competition will not guarantee the supremacy of natural science and may result in non-(natural) scientists winning debates on explaining human culture.
